**Locations to Leave Moving Trailers**

*A/B Buildings*

*Remember to*
call Campus Safety
when the trailer arrives on campus
(978) 646-4180 or (978) 836-6798

These are some suggested locations.

Trailers cannot be left in fire lanes or block walkways, fire hydrants or entrances.

If the ground is not too wet and soft, the back wheels of the trailer can be parked on the grass.

Trailers can be parked sideways across 4-5 parking spaces if the affected apartments have been notified and agree.

Give Campus Safety your name, apartment and cell phone number and the date the trailer arrives.

The day before the trailer arrives, call Campus Safety to request 5 or 6 orange traffic cones. Use the cones to keep cars out of the parking spaces until your trailer arrives. After the trailer arrives, place the cones around the trailer.

Call Campus Safety when the trailer arrives on campus so they can assist and oversee the set up.
(978) 646-4180 or (978) 836-6798

These are some suggested locations.